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Give your observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.58 responses
Good
I have no idea about it
Good
To reach every students and ask for their doubts
Maybe the teachers should use the projector more as it is very helpful
Always be present and teach to students how to easy understand
Its good
Our institution is already improved.
They were friendly and easy to communicate
Teachers should not be too much strict... Because sometimes it losses our confidence level...
Overall the teaching process is very good..
Teachers should use all the modern technology to teach students and try to explain things in
easier way to make understand and learn .
Teachers must conduct test every now and then, classes must be in offline mode if possible
To work hard

Need to interact personaly with the students
Teaching students in offline mode will improve the best for the students rather in online.
More classes to be taken be it online or offline
The overall teaching learning experience is good
To complete the syllabus
By having regular classes
Nothing much all good
Never give up..
Not much but one thing is that teachers should inform the students beforehand if they're not
going to have class cause students might be wasting a lot of time waiting for them instead of
doing something else productive.For example notifications through the WhatsApp class group
should be sent either like one day before the last date. Sometimes classes are not there, the
teachers should inform the students at night between 9-11 pm because that's the only time gap
that some students are on their phones, they'll not have time checking their phones in the
morning. That's all Thank you
Teacher's should take regular classes for all the subject , thank you
Try taking more offline class if possible and use more ICT tools while teaching.
For online classes. Teachers should should take classes often or as per routine. Because most
teachers don't follow the routine and it makes students confuse and also most of the students
miss classes.
Teacher's should understand student when we are in classes, we might not understand things
they teach and we're affraid to ask also.So they should know us if we're hard in understanding
something in class. Thank you
Take class oftenly
(1) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.(2) Teacher and student should
understand eachother.
As of now their methods of teaching is just about right even with a limited duration of offline
classes and they are sending notes and explanations through online services but it's difficult to
grasp and understand their explanations with such limited amount of time.
To get profile and education
More or less it was good and they don't have a good time to cover up the syllabus due to this
pandemic.
I have no idea about it .
good
Quite good
I would like to suggest the teachers to make the explanation in simple words , actually all the
teachers are very good but it is due to the situation that they are always in a hurry to finish the
course.
It's was good and I've got alot of knowledge studying in our college especially ours teachers...
Not so.first in dictation the note...because sometime wan can't even catch the word...
Overall everything is good but some information should be made as soon as it comes
Online teaching course sometimes is very hard it would be very tough for us the students to do
offline exam because we only 1month for offline class .throughout the whole 8 month we have
online classes and that also we understand only about 30% or 40% through it. And is very
challenging for the students to have offline exam it would not be fair.
To complete the syllabus.

👍
By having regular classes.
We should feel free to ask the teachers and clear our doubts
Am good with how it is.
Good.
Give up the best way to prove for future and aur institutions....
As from my opinion I humbly request that the Institute it self should have the Sport Committee so
that those who wish to improve by taking part in it, with a reason that the Institute should also
increase in sports performance as not only in studies. Thank you. God bless our Institute.
I have nothing because all is good
The above answers that I have given in not ment for the college. It is what lockdown has done
due to lockdown nothing is possible
Communicate with colleagues
To try and educated the students in both practically and theoretical way
Able to complete all the syllabus ...
To have offline class so that what issue we are facing we can discuss in the class openly... Unlike
in online class we can't have that chances... In this way it might help us to improve n concentrate
more in studies
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Give your observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.78 responses
Good

No comments
It's good
None
Very good
it was good teaching and explanation
In our institution the learning experience is very good because our teachers is kind and
friendly...and the main important thing is because they are always ready to help us clear our
misunderstanding.
I'll say it's a good institution for educational purposes but due to the affect of this pandemic
things get complicated...especially understanding each of the syllabus or subjects..
Fine with me

Give your observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.19 responses
Good
To communicate with students.... sometimes
Education is for improving the lives of other and for leaving your community and world better
than you found it.
For me everything was fine teachers,campus,classrooms .I appreciate our teachers and
principals for everything
It's clinical and professional 🙌
Offline classes needed
Use of technology
From my side i don't have nothing to say about it,because for what i see by my own eyes
everything is good not bad,they gave their level best to make us understand about what they
teach, thank you
The learning experience I got in this college really meet my expectations. It has nothing to
improve ,

